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ABSTRACT
Automotive systems contain a large number of software con-
trollers that interact in order to realize an increasing number
of functions. The controllers are typically developed sepa-
rately by different suppliers. Therefore, errors in the overall
functionality are often detected late in the development pro-
cess or even remain undetected. This affects the quality and
safety of the systems and may lead to expensive recalls.

We propose to specify the communication behavior more
precisely in the early system design by modeling the con-
trollers’ interactions using formal sequence diagrams (LSCs).
Based on these behavior models we’re able to automati-
cally synthesize state machines, which can be used to gener-
ate code for the communication behavior of the controllers.
We provide a prototypical integrated modeling environment
based on Fujaba which supports specifying requirements,
modeling the component architecture, and component be-
havior as well as the state machine synthesis.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s cars provide a continuously growing number of en-

hanced functions like a car’s windows when it starts raining
and no one is in the car, or automatically adapting the speed
to that of a preceding car. The rising complexity of these
functions requires the interaction of numerous controllers,
sensors, and actuators to achieve the desired behavior. In
order to handle the system’s complexity and increase its flex-
ibility, more and more functions are realized by software.

The controllers are usually developed separately by dif-
ferent suppliers. These rely on interface and requirements
specifications given by car manufacturers. Therefore, the
controllers are tested as single units. Integration tests, espe-
cially tests addressing communication behavior, are run very
late in the development process. Not sufficiently consider-
ing the communication behavior in the early development
process, negatively affects the system’s quality and safety.
Failures and errors due to wrong communication behavior
are revealed too late and may result in product recalls.

Furthermore, inconsistencies in system design may arise
due to heterogenous tools which are typically used in the
automotive industry today: DOORS1 is often used for re-
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quirements engineering, an AUTOSAR2-compatible editor
is used to specify the system architecture, and MATLAB
Simulink3 for the specification of the components’ inter-
nal controller behavior. Finally, code generators like Tar-
getLink4 are used to generate the controller code.

We approach the problems stated above by formally speci-
fying the communication behavior earlier in the development
process, starting in the requirements engineering phase. The
requirements are refined step-wise to iteratively build the
system architecture and formally specify its behavior very
early in the system design. This would enable car manu-
facturer to validate the overall system functionality in ear-
lier development phases and to provide suppliers with more
precise specifications of single controllers. Additionally, we
show how to establish traceability between the design ar-
tifacts and the elaborated requirements. To support the
overall process, we implemented a modeling environment
based on Eclipse and Fujaba. Since all editors operate on
the same underlying model and provide just different views
on it, consistency between all artifacts and across all devel-
opment phases is achieved.

2. EXAMPLE
The example that we use throughout this paper is that of an
adaptive cruise control (ACC). The ACC supports the driver
of a car by keeping the current speed and by adapting the
speed to preceding cars automatically in order to maintain
a safe distance.

A simplified system architecture for the ACC is shown
in Figure 1. The sensors, actuators, and the user interface
are omitted here. The ObjectRecognition component is re-
sponsible for detecting preceding cars by interpreting inputs
from a front radar sensor. The information about preced-
ing cars is sent to the AdaptiveControl component, which
computes the maximum speed of the car so that the safety
distance is maintained. The new speed of the car is set in
the AccelerationControl component, which is responsible for
controlling the actual speed of the car. The internal (con-
troller) behavior, e.g. the calculation of the new speed by
the AdaptiveControl, is not considered here. These are typ-
ical tasks for control engineering, where control behavior is
specified by continuous block diagrams, usually using MAT-
LAB Simulink.

However, the three components have to interact in order
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Figure 1: Simplified ACC component diagram

to achieve the correct ACC behavior. To achieve a correct
system functionality, a correct communication behavior of
the components is needed in addition to the internal behav-
ior. In this paper, we concentrate on the communication
behavior, which is modeled in terms of asynchronous mes-
sages that are sent via ports.

3. THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The development process in the automotive industry to-

day captures the system’s requirements in a structured way,
typically using the tool DOORS. In order to ease integration
of structured requirement specifications into our tool envi-
ronment, we specify requirements in a goal-oriented way [6],
using goal trees (Figure 2). This helps to iteratively define
requirements, identify components and describe communi-
cation behavior. These goals are therefore directly linked to
the according parts in the system architecture (components)
and communication behavior descriptions.

The system architecture is modeled using UML compo-
nent diagrams (see Figure 1). Component diagrams have
become the standard means to specify the architecture of
automotive systems today, since a variant of component di-
agrams also forms part of the AUTOSAR standard. Compo-
nents can send and receive messages via ports. The ports are
typed over interfaces which contain a set of message types
that can be sent or received (Figure 3).

In the early design process found in practice today, it is
specified what kind of data values or messages can be com-
municated between the components, but the order of mes-
sages and the events which trigger communication sequences
are not formally specified. Thus, the behavioral specification
given to suppliers is often incomplete. Different from indus-
try processes, we propose to specify communication between
components in the early design phase by using a formal vari-
ant sequence diagrams (see section 5). This enables an early
analysis of the communication behavior before the specifi-
cation is given to suppliers. In our implemented automotive
tool suite, the sequence diagrams are modeled based on the
system architecture model and thus syntactic consistency is
ensured. Furthermore, we link components and sequence di-
agrams to the goals which they fulfill so that design problems
can be traced to the according requirements.

All parts of the system description are iteratively refined
during the specification process. The communication behav-
ior for each component can then be synthesized automati-
cally. Our synthesis generates one statechart per compo-
nent. From these statecharts, source code can be generated
by standard techniques [2]. This code can be used for early
prototyping, or code generation may be combined with the

refined (control) behavior of the component, which is devel-
oped by component suppliers [1].
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Figure 2: Goal tree excerpt of the ACC example

«interface»
I _SpeedFunct ions

setSpeed (speed:Integer )

«interface»
I _CarRecognit ion

updateDistChange (

mid Interfaces

«interface»
I _SpeedRequest

getCurSpeed ( )

«interface»
I _SpeedValue

sendCurSpeed ( curSpeed:Integer )

distance:Integer, distanceChg:Integer, curSpeed:Integer)

precedingCar (present: Boolean)

Figure 3: Interfaces – Specifying communication be-
tween components

4. MODELING COMMUNICATION BEHAV-
IOR

In this section, we show how to specify the communication
behavior by considering two refined goals from the example
“Retrieve own current speed” and “Calculate new required
speed” (Figure 2).

This communication behavior is described with a subset
of Live Sequence Charts (LSCs) [5]. The syntax, however,
is based on UML 2.1.

We specify a separate LSC for each goal – Figure 4a refines
the behavior for “Retrieve own current speed”, Figure 4b
refines the behavior for “Calculate new required speed”.

According to [5], we distinguish between mandatory be-
havior and possible scenarios. To describe what must hap-
pen, we split sequence diagrams into a prechart and a main
chart. If the behavior of the prechart is observed, the be-
havior of the main chart is executed. The LSC in Figure
4a accordingly specifies that if the AccelerationControl re-
ceives getCurSpeed() from the AdaptiveControl, it will an-
swer with sendCurSpeed(curSpeed). The LSC in Figure 4b
specifies that if the current speed has been retrieved, the
AdaptiveControl has to calculate the new speed by calling
calcMaxSpeed(...) and send it to the AccelerationControl us-
ing setSpeed(...). Specifying system behavior in such manner
thus enables early execution and analysis of specifications.

Several LSCs can be active at the same time. Since the ex-
ecution of one LSC can lead to the fulfillment of the prechart
of another, one LSC execution can be a trigger for another
LSC execution. This way, the execution of the main chart
in Figure 4a triggers the LSC in Figure 4b.



Further on, we distinguish between synchronized method
calls for intra-component behavior (calcMaxSpeed(...)) and
asynchronous messages for inter-component communication.

sc RetrieveCurrentSpeed

adapt iveCont rol:Adapt iveCont rol accelerat ionCont rol:Accelerat ionCont rol

MAINMAIN

getCurSpeed()

sendCurSpeed(curSpeed)

sc UseFormulaForCalculation

accelerat ionCont rol:Accelerat ionCont roladapt iveCont rol:Adapt iveCont rol

MAINMAIN

setSpeed(newSpeed)

sendCurSpeed(curSpeed)

calcMaxSpeed(distance, distanceChange, curSpeed)newSpeed:=

a)

b)

Figure 4: a) Sequence diagram for speed retrieval
b) Sequence diagram for calculation of new speed

The central advantage of using LSCs is their formality,
which enables synthesis to one statechart for each compo-
nent. Additionally, the specification can already be sim-
ulated and analyzed during the requirement specification
phase. This solves one of the major problems of the cur-
rent development process employed in industry where incor-
rect communication behavior is often discovered not until
implementation phase.

5. SYNTHESIS OF COMMUNICATION BE-
HAVIOR

Based on the system’s inter-component communication be-
havior specified by a number of LSCs, we are now able to
automatically synthesize intra-component behavior for each
component as statecharts similar to the methods proposed
in [3] and [4]. We adapted the implementation of [3] to syn-
thesize LSCs [4].

We generate one statechart for each component with one
orthogonal state for each LSC. The top orthogonal state of
the statechart for the AdaptiveControl (Figure 5) results
from the LSC RetrieveCurrentSpeed, the bottom orthogo-
nal state results from the LSC UseFormulaForCalculation
(Figures 4a and b).

For generating the states for each LSC, we insert states
on the component’s lifeline before and after each sending or
receiving of a message. The transition between those states
becomes either a raised – sending a message – or a trig-
ger event – receiving a message – with the message as the
transition label. In the example, two states InitReceivesend-
CurSpeed and ReceivedsendCurSpeed are generated for the
reception of sendCurSpeed(...). Furthermore, a trigger send-
CurSpeed(curSpeed) is added to the transition between those
states.

If the message is located in the prechart of the sequence
diagram, the event is always a trigger, whether the message
is sent or received. The reason for this is that the prechart
is observed behavior and not executed behavior. In the ex-
ample, the sent message getCurSpeed() is a trigger of the

corresponding statechart transition between the states Initi-
ategetCurSpeed and SentgetCurSpeed.

Intra-component method calls are realized as entry actions
in one state. Accordingly for the method calcMaxSpeed(...)
a state IncalcMaxSpeed is generated with the method call as
its entry action.

To realize correct behavior for the main chart semantics,
coordination messages are employed as proposed in [4]. To
give notice to all participating components that the prechart
of the LSC is satisfied, a message is sent to the correspond-
ing components. As soon as those receive such a message,
they change their state for being able to react on or execute
the ensured behavior of the main chart. In the example
statechart (top orthogonal state), the AdaptiveControl first
has to receive coordadaptiveControlgetCurSpeed() before it
starts with the execution of the main chart. Accordingly,
coordination messages have to be inserted to notify all par-
ticipating components that the execution of the main chart
has finished (message overaccelerationControl()).

This automatic synthesis of the components’ communi-
cation behavior facilitates analysis of communication based
component and system properties at an early stage of de-
velopment. It also enables automatic code generation. For
this, the intra-component method calls have to be extended
with internal controller behavior.

6. RELATED WORK
Our sequence diagrams are based on LSCs [5], using a syn-
thesis sceme as presented later by Harel, Kugler and Pnueli
[4]. The main difference of our subset of LSCs, besides the
UML syntax, is that they only employ hot semantics and
only describe conditions within alternative and loop frames.
In addition to [4], we are able to synthesize these alterna-
tive and loop frames. The original work on LSCs relies on
a simple object system to describe the system architecture,
whereas we consider a component-based software architec-
ture. Our synthesis is designed to route coordination mes-
sages (see section 5) only over existing connectors between
the components instead of allowing arbitrary communication
between the components. This becomes important when de-
ploying the components on a distributed platform.

The SceBaSy approach uses time-annotated sequence dia-
grams to synthesize reusable, state-based coordination pat-
terns [3]. The synthesis focuses on calculating admissible
time bounds for real-time statecharts, but in turn requires
the sequence diagrams to be deterministic. This requires a
detailed behavior description and, therefore, the approach
is not suitable for early development phases. SceBaSy and
its real-time analysis could, however, still be integrated in a
later development stage. To integrate SceBaSy, it should be
investigated in the future how to perform time-analysis to
find admissible alternatives in early, non-deterministic com-
munication behavior descriptions. Furthermore, the Sce-
BaSy synthesis employs rules for optimizing the resulting
statecharts and it is to be investigated how to employ such
rules in our synthesis scheme.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a development process for automotive soft-
ware systems with special emphasis on formal specification
of communication behavior. We proposed a sequence dia-
gram dialect that facilitates early analysis of communication
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Figure 5: Synthesised statechart for the adaptiveControl component

behavior and automatic synthesis to communication based
component behavior by means of statecharts. We realized
tool support for this development process and proposed con-
cepts using the Fujaba4Eclipse platform.

Future work embraces scalablity analysis of the synthe-
sized statecharts. We suppose that, as the approach uses
parallel states, it provides better scalability for statecharts
than synthesizing one non-parallel statechart for each com-
ponent. Accordingly, synthesized statecharts should be op-
timized to eliminate superfluous states.

Also important for future work are consistency checks on
LSCs, for example showing deadlock freedom or discovering
contradictions between several LSCs. This is important, be-
cause a high modularity in the LSC specification can lead
to many inconsistency that are not obvious to see.

It is already possible to annotate time constraints in our
LSCs. The synthesis approach needs to be extended with
timing analysis as the specified systems act in real-time envi-
ronments. One possibility could be to integrate SceBaSy for
use in later design phases of the overall development process
while using our approach in the requirement specification.
Controller behavior has to be integrated for example using
MATLAB Simulink models. Another extension could be the
inclusion of a deployment model (cf. AUTOSAR) in order
to specify which software components shall be realized on
which hardware components. Finally, an AUTOSAR con-
form code generation should be developed to support the
implementation phase of the automotive software system.
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